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Abstract: Principal fisheries in riverine sections of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
below Aberdeen and Columbus dams are associated with tailwaters and bendways
(original Tombigbee River channels cut off by the construction of navigation channels).
Navigation channels contributed little to the fisheries. Approximately 80% of the
anglers interviewed originated their trip from within the county where the respective
dam was located. Blue catfish (lctalurus furcatus) dominated the harvest from the
Aberdeen system while white crappie (Pomoxis annularis) dominated the harvest from
the Columbus system. In the Aberdeen tailwater, catfish anglers prevailed while in the
Columbus tailwater, anglers fished for crappie as welI as catfish. In both systems, most
anglers in bendways were fishing for crappie. Within navigation channels, no pattern
was apparent regarding fish preference by anglers. As the waterway matures and if
access to bendways declines as a result of siltation, the riverine section fisheries,
especialIy those associated with tailwaters, will likely become increasingly dominated
by catfish fisheries.
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The Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway (completed in 1985) has resulted in the
establishment of major fisheries in northeast Mississippi. The waterway incorporates
9 lock-and-dam systems to provide slack water impoundments for barge traffic and
35 cutoffs which were dredged along the course of the: original Tombigbee River to
shorten the navigation channel (Boschung 1987).

Stream fisheries associated with the original Tombigbee River were essentially
eliminated along most reaches of the system due to comprehensive and severe
impacts from damming, clearing, dredging, snagging, and channelization. However,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1983) concluded that fishery mitigation was
unnecessary for the project because of net gains associated with the creation of

I Present address: U.S. Forest Service, 100 W. Capitol St., Jackson, MS 39269.
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